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Editors’ Note
Dear Readers,
As I sit to write to you all about World Mental Health day and our new issue on it, I feel plagued
with waves of unrelenting emotions. There’s anxiety, restlessness and uncertainty wavering around,
but there’s also hope, or atleast little traces of it. I’m not here to remind you all of how uncertain
these times are, I’d rather leave that to the actions of our news channels and politicians; but I just
want to say that there is no language that is louder than the language of art.
Over the course of the last few months, through TRA and personally, I’ve come across various
artists who have unknowingly touched me with their art ( social distancing, take that! ). I’m sure
I’m not alone here. All of us have experienced this in one way or another, a time when we’ve
marvelled at a piece of creation. Poetry, music, cinema speak in a language that is unique to us, it
forms a speech between us and the body of creation alone and repeats it without an end. It’s
astounding to me how something utterly dormant can converse with me in codes I didn’t know I
knew. But that's the way of the art, it demands intimacy from your familiarity and strangeness.
What I want to say to you all is that art is a sacrament of human life. To live is to perform, which is
why I’d say practice any art, music, singing, dancing, acting, drawing, painting, sculpting,
reportage, no matter how well or badly, not to get money or gain experience, but to know yourself
better, to let your soul grow.
The magazine that you’re going to read now is an amalgamation of gentle and excruciating
experiences of different people from across the world. I hope before you read it, you take a moment
to reflect on your own mental health. Often, the things we see and read have a triggering
reclamation on our mind and I hope you take into consideration before reading ahead.
I’d also like to take a moment to thank the entire team of Letters To Strangers, India who
collaborated with us on this extremely special issue and very kindly cooperated with us on
everything. Special Cheers to them!
I’d like to end here by telling you all about a Hindi phrase that my dad reads to us quite often and it
goes something like “Man ka ho toh acha, na ho toh aur bhi acha”
“If it happens according to our wishes, great; if it doesn’t, even better”. I never understood it
completely, I don’t believe I do it even now to be honest but it's coming to me in parts and I hope it
does to you all as well.
I hope you all stay safe and have a great weekend!
Warmly,
Kashvi Chandok
EIC, The Remnant Archive

Dear Readers,
Kaveh Akbar reminds us, “The Universe has already written the poem you were going to write.”
Noor Unnahar writes,“Words are powerlessly powerful / so use yours / well.”
Since day one, we have strongly believed and encouraged the belief that art and mental health are
interrelated. Each one makes the other one better, more enriched, and more beautiful. Mental health
betterment through artistic and literary expression is majorly what our organisation has been about
since its very birth.
In our journey of trying to bridge the gap between mental health and art, what we have realised is
that one can never be wrong or right when you create art. That is the philosophy of this beautiful
creative process. We see artists all around us, people struggling with their own tyranny, each
drowning in a private sea, neck-deep in irony or in pain. But art heals us all. To all the artists and
writers that sent us their art: thank you for trusting us with a piece of your heart.
This publication contains varying levels of work- from amateurs to professionals- all delicately
woven together with love and encouragement. We hope it brings a smile to your face, as it did to
ours

With warmth,
Aarushi Kataria & Nayomi Dave
Letters to Strangers + India

Art by: Kaveri Satija

A New Residence
by Prachi Sinha
There is a story of you and only you. There is no 'us' or 'we' in the story. There is a set of scenarios
and conversations that you have been over analysing and its ending seem an eternity to you. The
bird outside the window is crafting its own tune and you perfectly fit it in these thoughts to make it
more rhythmic. The one-fourth read book is waiting since last morning but you are nowhere to be
seen.
In restlessness, you keep returning to Plath's poetry and Gogh’s Paintings, spend days in figuring
out the similarities between your and their miseries. Your mind constantly expands like the
universe. The thoughts float like planets and meteors.
You want to scream out loud and shut the mouth of people who call you ‘lazy’ but prefer to be
silent. Exhaustion and disappointments have captured you.
You have been unintentionally approved to a new residence that resides in your head. It is
unbearable as it appears there is no way ahead.

getting ready for therapy
by Zarnab
under white sheets / i know i bleed internally / a brain dying slowly / cranium still intact / my
presence/ sunshineonvenusmoons/notneeded/mylimbstiredofcarryingbodyweight/‘
justawhilelonger’/ imiss you in waves / salty waves, sweet waves, sour waves / whatever paste they
use these days to erase marks / give me a handful / hippocampus already escorting you in the long
term memory / if i break down in front of strangers / do i tell them these are liquefied / pain in red/ ?
/ leaves crippling / hearts breaking /stomachs churning / body shivering / in anticipation of a
warfront / & then i pick up the call / my therapist writes today’s date in her notebook.

Mental Health in The Times of Political Discourse
by Chhavi Bahmba
As situations that require tremendous empathy, conversations that provoke us to unlearn, and
realities that need constant acceptance engulf us, sentiments of anxiety, helplessness, frustration,
intimidation often take the driver street to ride us away from a sense of control and familiarity. At
those times, we must make a conscious effort to prioritize our mental health.
With India being in a state of political-social unrest for over a year now, with movements that have
been fairly student and womxn centric, the most educated generation of India has first-time
experienced such widespread solidarity, making political discourse a part of daily life.
In December 2019, most of the conversations even I heard around college campuses were along the
lines of ‘Bro, after chai, let's get notes photocopied, and then we’ll leave for the protest’. For the
first time, political discourse was completely normalized. Even the phones were filled with
screenshots over selfies, bags filled with posters over books, and Instastories had dissent, not
sunsets.
The personal was finally political, which meant that we were either witnessing unrest and injustice
or spending time processing it. And, even today the situation is remarkably similar. This sinking
feeling of helplessness which leads to unabated revolution is quite necessary for social awakening
and reform, however, the effect on an individual can be highly taxing.
Another impeccable reason why we must prioritise our mental health during these times is even for
the continuation of the said movement, its necessary for all its participants to not wear-out. Timeblocking few moments just for our personal space and enrichment of mental health will just equip
us with tools to keep putting our feet on the paddle and continuing this movement forward.
Now that we have established the need for a complete change in perspective towards mental health,
here are few things you must live by:
1. It is okay. Feeling whatsoever you are feeling: sadness, frustration, helplessness, anxiety,
detachment, confusion, it is all okay. Each emotion is valid, and you have the right to process at
your own pace.
2. 2It is not your job. It is not your job to educate people, it is not your job to provide them with
resources or information, it is not your job to give answers to their whataboutery, it is not your job
to run fact checks, it is not your job to justify their stances, especially, if you’re from a marginalized
community, please remember, it is not your job to make people understand your personal
experiences or be politically correct while expressing it and it is certainly not your job to make them
care about other people. Their actions are anecdotes of their insensitivity, privilege and ignorance,
not yours.
3. Your personal experience is not theirs to tell. Often in these situations, people might cite your
trauma especially mental, to raise awareness about the issue or just start a conversation about it, and
you must remember, however pure their intentions may be, they can do so, only when you explicitly
provide them with consent.

4. Don’t claim spaces, amplify voices. If you are privileged, hurt by the action, and still want to
extend your allyship or help with the movement further, then do not claim spaces which are
mandated for those directly affected, instead use your platform to amplify their voices. Know that it
is not about you, it is about them.
5. Refusal is self-care. You are entitled to refusing conversations, interactions, even protests. Refuse
social media as well if it is taking a toll on your mental health. You must set your boundaries and
limits, so you do not harm yourself amidst the movement.
Revolution lies in all forms, from singing songs of solidarity at protests to tolerating ignorant family
WhatsApp messages to debating your friend’s apolitical stance. The roots of reform are nuanced,
placed interictally in our socio-economic structures, that might take a toll on our mental health, in
forms, we may not even realise.

Looking After Me
by Sidra Ansari
I walk down the dusty, rugged path which dips and climbs across the hills through the heather and
gorse. The mud squelches under my boots. I jam my lips together as a sob wells in my throat. We’re
in limbo-land and I don’t know when we will be taking the next step. Patience is expected of me
and I don’t know if I can reach down far enough to find it.
In semi-lockdown, home-schooling three children and working from home has me feeling
vulnerable. My mental health is suffering.
After giving birth to my surprise fifth baby in the loft of our rented town house in Leicester three
years ago, I came back to our home town with trepidation. Our spacious 3-bed Semi now seemed
too small for our growing family.
I take in gulps of fresh air as I continue along the path. Deprivation of garden air doesn’t sit easily
with me. As a half-grown red fox has taken up residence in our temporary back yard I have no
choice but to avoid the place. On my walk, I stick close to the trees. The much-needed oxygen finds
its way to my muddled brain and my shoulders drop with relief.
The decision to move house wasn’t our first choice. It was preceded with ideas to extend, convert
our loft, or even move up the road. With none of these ideas coming into fruition, we started
looking around at properties for sale around us. The houses were still too small for our budget, and
because of our need for greenery and an outdoor life, we were compelled to look as far as North
Wales for our new home.
We’d lived in Wales a decade ago now. As I turn and follow a dusty track back towards the house, a
sea-gull cries above my head, and it takes me back to the sea. It reminds me of the awe and wonder
at living at the feet of the majestic ocean. The waves at once engulfing and wonderful, terrifying
and playful. For a few weeks we thought we’d be moving back but then decided on Wolverhampton
instead. Closer to work and we had to acknowledge that it’d be easier for the kids to socialise if they
weren’t isolated on a farm in the middle of nowhere.
So, we sold the house during lockdown and we’re in temporary accommodation until our new house
is ready. It’s a difficult time but fresh air helps. A workout every morning helps. Rolling out a yoga
mat daily helps. Staying close to my passion and writing in my gratitude journal helps.
This gratitude journal serves as a reminder that my body houses a resilient soul. Using beautiful
powerful tools given to me by the universe, like a journal, helps me focus on the here and now. A
daily practice of written affirmations serve as an empowering reminder of I am and where I want to
be today.
And so I write:
I am important. My needs matter. I will work with my Higher Power today to unlock the door to
true self-love and self-belief. I trust that the universe will give me what I need today. I am grateful
for the roof over our heads. I am grateful for my loved ones that surround me. I am in the moment;
serene and peaceful.

I own each feeling as I reflect on it. I feel empowered knowing that the Higher Power I believe in is
working with me to achieve my goals.
I take a deep ragged breath and feel better already. Writing a gratitude journal helps me to look after
me. And that’s important.

Metaphors for Anxiety
by Shreya Iyengar
Dear heart,
I know that these past few years have been especially hard for you. You have your reasons - none
of them flighty, flaky, invalid. I see you every day; I live with you. I know that you look to the
written word for solace. You don’t always know how to articulate your anxiety...so, worry not, my
dearest; I made a list for you. Of what it might feel like - manifest as - day after unrelenting day.
Here are some words for you. Pick any that resonate with you. Try to befriend your anxiety.
Slowly.
1. An albatross around the neck.
2. A heavy cross to bear.
3. An over speeding vehicle, without functional brakes.
4. Voices. Loud voices.
5. A horn screeching in your ear.
6. Headaches: a dull ache, or an insistent throb that begins behind your eyelids and
can explode like a firework at any given moment.
7. The voices in your head - like deafening crows cawing themselves hoarse.
8. A constant buzzing in your ears, like you’ve swum for a long time and can’t get
the water out.
9. Hypervigilance, 24/7, for any possible threat.
10. Debilitating impostor syndrome - at work in particular; in life in general.
11. Your stomach feeling as though it’s a ball dropped from a great height. Nausea.
12. Feeling as though you’re free-falling, with nothing to protect or catch you.
You are here – in this chaotic, pandemic-fraught world – and you’re doing the best you can. Yes,
you are. It’s okay if your palms feel slick or your heart starts pounding. Stay with the feelings;
lean into the discomfort. You’re on your own path; there is no need to compare yourself to others.
You are just where you’re meant to be. Trust in that.
Dearest, I do believe that your anxiety is here to help you. To allow you to feel every transient
emotion to its fullest. To transform you into someone wiser, stronger, infinitely more courageous.
It is as much a part of you as any limb; any muscle. I hope and pray that one day, you will see it as
your greatest strength instead of your biggest weakness.
And – please know that I am always here: to listen, to nudge, to take care of you. I’m your safety
net. I’ve got you. You can do this – this messy business of searching and growing and blooming
exactly where you’re planted. Breathe.
Always yours,
A girl just trying to find her way in the world

Body Dysmorphia & Mental Health
by Kaavish Psycholohy, Mumbai
The deeply rooted fascination with beauty penetrates society worldwide. The indulgence to look
and feel beautiful pervades all ages, genders, and nationalities, wherein conforming to certain
attractiveness is measured. Some dissatisfaction with one’s appearance is common and normal;
however, excessive concern with certain facial or body attributes can be sign of an underlying
disorder.
Body Dysmorphic Disorder, or dysmorphophobia, is a mental disorder characterized by
preoccupation with a perceived defect in one’s appearance. They see themselves as "ugly" and often
avoid social exposure and keep trying various ways to improve their appearance. The typical
complaints involve flaws on the face, asymmetry, body felt to be out of shape, baldness, acne,
complexion etc.
Common Behavioural Traits with BDD include.
· Camouflaging (trying to hide or cover up the disliked body areas). · Mirror checking, or checking
other reflective surfaces.
· Excessive grooming.
· Reassurance seeking/ questioning of others about appearance.
· Excessive exercising.
· Seeking cosmetic surgery. · Social anxiety.
· Avoidance.
Prevalence of BDD with other issues
The onset of BDD typically begins in early adolescence and is seen more in young adults. Studies
show prevalence of 0.7% to 2.4% in the general population of India. Other diagnoses found with
BDD are social anxiety disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, major depression, substance abuse
or dependence, and eating disorders.
- By Kaavish Psychology, Mumbai
BDD is relatively common, but under-diagnosed as it is usually associated with more severe
depressive symptoms.
Treatment :
Evidence suggests that best treatment of BDD does not involve many severe cosmetic interventions.
However, individuals take much effort in overcoming their perception by trusting and undergoing
surgical procedures. With growing awareness and opportunities, higher numbers of people are
seeking orthodontic treatment to improve their features. It is also believed that after a cosmetic
intervention, approximately 85% will report no change or worse BDD symptoms. Individuals also
try to control their eating habits by following multiple diets by visiting a nutritionist. This enhances
them to take charge for their comorbidities with eating disorders such as Bulimia, Anorexia Nervosa
or Binge Eating.

Management of BDD requires a multidisciplinary approach that includes empathetic perspectives to
self-acceptance and self-appreciation. Overlooking beyond the societal expectations and standards
of beauty, self-regulation and affirmations enhance an individual to look within self and accept their
body as it is.
Furthermore, therapeutic interventions such as Behaviour therapy, Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
(CBT), Rational Emotive Behaviour Therapy (REBT) are recommended as the most suggestive and
effective forms of treatment. Interventions also include cognitive restructuring that aims to
‘‘develop alternative beliefs that include accepting beauty as being subjective and that human
beings are far too complex to esteem on the sole basis of a defect in their appearance’’ (Cororve &
Gleaves, 2001). Behavioural strategies also help examine and understand the triggers for the
behaviour and limit or reduce maladaptive behaviours such as mirror checking or asking for
reassurance.
While keeping in mind that it is normal and common for every individual to wish to have certain
features, it is also important to understand that the unrealistic beauty standards and demands
expected by the society, need to be overlooked. The extended help of professional therapeutic
techniques have been suggested as one of the most effective forms of intervention that help examine
and understand the behaviours more critically and conventionally.
Many are still unaware of BDD as a problem that can cause other related severe issues, thus the
question that everyone needs to ask oneself is “What is beauty to
them? Are they forced to conform to the societal beauty standards and not be themselves?”
We will be more than happy to hear your answers to these questions and provide help in any form,
reach out to us @kaavishpsychology on social media platforms or write us an email at
kaavish.eec@gmail.com
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Comfort in Solitude
by Pallavi Singh
Most days, I wish to turn the music up and shut my eyes; drown out the sounds and the sight of
what surrounds me and slip into oblivion. Doing this is difficult, for there is a lot that a college
student must need to take care of. The moment one task gets struck off one's to-do, two new ones
swell the ranks. In this seemingly never-ending fight against The Nemesis that is Time, my act of
rebellion was to slip out of the Hostel where I resided and ride the metro to Connaught Place at least
once every week.
The metro rides are, on any given day, wondrous for me – I stare at people's shoes, how (un) well
their hair is cut, how they shuffle their feet nervously whenever someone stands too close to them.
I slip an earbud out every couple of minutes, to let the sound of what is 'human' wash over me; the
grating voice of the octogenarian lady who can be found speaking to her grandchildren over a phone
call, the teetering of lovers who stand at the no man's land where two coaches connect, the schooluniformed teenager playing rap music whilst sitting on the seats reserved for the disabled.
After deciding which source of noise I dislike the most, I stare at it and put the earbud back in.
There is something about the sounds dying out, about the way the old lady's lips keep moving yet
all I hear is Dorothy Martin's voice, that satisfies me. And so, this way, I reach CP. After stepping
out of the metro station, I walk past the busiest haunt of the marketplace, Block A, and reach my
'spot'.
As far back as I can remember, I have always yearned to call a place my own. After a two-year-long
search, I found it in a dusty seat outside the Coffee House at CP.
This part of the market is trodden by very few feet; most of the few do not stop. People walk past
this haunt towards the main market area, fortunately for me. I sit on my bench, holding fast onto my
backpack lest someone snatch it; it holds all my treasures after all – the diaries that I write in, my
Kindle, some gum. Here, I write. Here, I cry. Here, I laugh. Here, I swear, I smoke, I tap my feet.
Here, I shall always be. Even as the shadows of civilization dance past me, I shall have been. I shall
have been a part of the dance as well as an audience to it. And that one thought gives me more
comfort than anything ever could, I think.
Hence, I bask in the euphoria that this site inspires in me till reality comes a-calling. Duties of my
life as a student come rushing to the fore of my mind and I am reminded of everything that is
waiting for me back at the Hostel. I retrace my steps and walk back to the metro station.
I ride the metro back to the Hostel, looking at people's shoes and hair, and performing my little trick
to make the lady go mum. So she shall be till the coming week.

Goodbye, Ogres
by Pallavi Singh
Trigger Warning: Self-harm, Depression
On my left forearm are three pockmarks from the time when I had first landed cuts on my body. It
was a year ago as I sat crying on my bed, shaking from the effort that it took for me to sit upright. I
put my earphones on, heavy metal music blaring into my ears, wanting to block out the terrifying
sound of me crying, every couple of sobs punctuated by hiccups and soft moans of self-loathing.
As I saw the blood coagulate in a mocking grin, I couldn't think of much else other than how I had
failed myself. After an hour of crying uncontrollably, I got myself to write. I knew I could sleep but
then, some part of me made me pull out some sheets from an old notebook. I just started writing.
What came out first as abstract, seemingly meaningless ejaculations of hurt, soon turned into a rich,
flowing brook of emotions I had not addressed thence far.
Now, when I look back at what I had written, it is barely intelligible; spots, where the ink smudged
because of my tears, adorning the sheets that I had written over. Self-portraits depicting ogres
feasting on themselves pop up once every couple of pages.
Throughout this one year, I have written more than I did in the past 20 years of my existence. I
would curl up crying through the nights and let go of all my thoughts on the paper. I would write
gibberish, stuff that I can't decipher the meaning today. I would dig the tip of the pen and scribble;
back and forth, till I calmed down. I would breathe shakily through my tears and continue to jot and
scribble and draw till I tired myself.
There were days when I would spend hours typing away on my laptop, others when I would fill up
blank page after page with poems of hurt and with anecdotes from the happier times in my life that I
had long forgotten. I wrote to my pen pals, I wrote to my friends from school and those whom I met
at college – I wrote to them of my love for them, of my regret for not having been emotionally
present the past couple of years. I wrote, more than all else, for myself.
Over this one year, writing became more a means to connect with myself than a chore. All the
words and thoughts that had been marinating in my mind and on my lips for years found an outlet. I
felt as if I were shedding a skin every time I wrote, and in so doing, I was coming nearer to myself.

Today, not only do I not think of harming myself, I appreciate my worth as a human being. The
images of ogres have now turned into fun caricatures. The poems of hurt have now turned into
stories that I concoct based on whatever pleasant sight I witness on a particular day. I thank myself
from a year ago for having decided to write after harming themselves rather than go to bed. Thanks
to that one decision, I am now closer to myself than I have ever been; I am now proud to say – I
love me.

Letter from Manan
Dear Stranger,
I hope you are doing well. I wish you a happy World Mental Health Day!
On this day, I want to reflect on my journey towards being a more mentally healthy person.
I have not been a very self-aware person for most of my life. Mental health has always been a distant
concept to me. I never cared about it much or bothered to learn about it. It was only after one of my
favourite music artists came out about his depression that I started reading about mental illnesses.
Thus, began my journey of self-awareness.
Two things have been instrumental in my growth- L2S and meditation. L2S has taught me so much
through various events and seminars based on topics on Mental health. It broadened my perspective
and my knowledge about the things people face and deal with on a day to day basis. This knowledge
would have been useless without what meditation taught me-to see within me.
Meditation was introduced to me at an early age, but it was only until a few months ago that I started
practicing it again. It allowed me to acknowledge my subconscious thoughts and have a greater sense
of my feelings towards anything that happened in a day. I could better understand why I felt the way I
felt.
Some general things that help me feel better and lift my mood instantly- Movies, music, and books.
Nothing beats ZNMD, an upbeat Punjabi song, and a fictional book!
Lastly, I confess my methods are, in no way, perfect. You can do whatever works for you. I wish you
all the best!
With warmth,
Manan Arora

How ‘Writing’ Saved Me
by Seemab Zahra
Childbirth can bring many changes in a women's life: getting pregnant, delivering, post-partum can
be very challenging, and so it did to me. I felt weak and vulnerable. I distanced myself from the
world. Just a glimpse of people on the street jogging, walking, playing outside made me feel sad as
I was mostly bound to stay indoors with my baby.
I have three beautiful daughters who have made me laugh, cry, be anxious, and sometimes
emotional. I started writing after my third daughter Fatema was born in 2016. I named her Fatema
because the word Fatema means a female who brings salvation to her believers, and so did she.
After her birth, I had an urge to write. I could not stop myself from penning down all the pain I had
went through while listening to all those people who told me that my life is incomplete until I bear a
male child. I would smile at them, never saying a word, but deep inside always feeling devastated
because I loved my daughters, and because they complete my life every day.
It was in 2017, one year after Fatems’s birth, I searched for poetry communities in the Waterloo
region and started sharing my poetry there. I also started writing my blog on social issues, women
issues, education, and human rights. Initially, I could not gather a lot of attention, but gradually
people started reading my articles and blogs. I kept going and within two years I was a published
poet and writer in Canada. That was a big transformation for me and gave me a lot of confidence in
myself, also making me feel complete.
Starting to write was like re-birth. I felt empowered and appreciated. The most beautiful part of my
writing journey is that I get messages from men and women who relate to what I write and support
me. I feel proud when they tell me that my writing inspires them, and they see themselves in my
articles and poems.
My writing saved me and it will be an inspiration for my daughters when they grow up. It is an
amazing learning process for them. They feel proud when they see my writings and my
publications. And I feel that my writing has not just saved me, or inspired my daughters, but has
saved a lot of girls in generations to come.

Letter from Aarushi
Dear Stranger,
How are you? The times are weird and uncertain, it’s okay to have a shapeshifting response to this
question. How has the lockdown treated you? Have you also learnt to bake the most scrumptious
banana bread? The lockdown has been weird for me, but in a very hopeful sense. I get to attend
classes at home, in an environment that is conducive to my learning. I get to eat food that isn’t mass
cooked in the mess and get time to workout every day too! Yes, it is a very privileged state of being.
It’s where my contention is. I have always acknowledged my class privilege but when the news is
so saddening every day it makes me realise how much of a sheltered life I live. It makes me
question whether an occasional outburst or educating someone who I know will agree with me is
enough? Am i doing enough? And this is a walk down the rabbit hole-- the question extends itself to
every sphere of my life.
What keeps me going? Well, my refusal to stop working. This is a sign of my high-functioning
anxiety but it is the only way I know how. For someone who hates capitalism, I have internalised it
quite well. I currently assist a few professors on their research, run letters to strangers + india and
manage full time long-distance college. I have had the pleasure of getting to know some of the most
brilliant, kind and warm people through Letters To Strangers. I haven't met some of them in person
but I know they have always got my back. I have seen this small family of three grow into a family
of thirty people. It is knowing that I am making a difference to at least one person each day that
keeps me going. We strongly believe in the connection between art and mental health and this
reminds me of some poetry. (Did you know: I write too!)
“What I know about living is that the pain is never just ours. Every time I hurt I know the wound is
an echo, so I keep listening for the moment the grief becomes a window, where I can see what I
couldn’t see before. Through the glass of my most battered dream I watched a dandelion lose its
mind in the wind and when it did, it scattered a thousand seeds. So, the next time I tell you how
easily I come out of my skin, don’t try to put me back in. Just say, “Here we are.” This is by Andrea
Gibson, you should check out some more of their beautiful work. A lot of times we think our pain is
ours, but statistically there is a very high chance someone else feels that way. Be there for that
person, be there for yourself. It is also very easy to dismiss joy as something we don’t deserve. But
ask yourself: now that you’ve chanced upon it, what are you willing to do to keep it?
This is much longer than I intended it to be. But I hope this gives you something to think about. I
hope you’re hopeful about the future. In the words of Neil Hilborn, “I saw the future, and in it I was
alive.” Recovery in mental health and from trauma are demanding journeys that we are constantly
navigating. I hope you know it’s okay to fall back a few steps, because healing is never linear. Be
kind to yourself. I am rooting for you.
With Warmth, Aarushi.

A Bad Poem for a Bad Mental Health
by Khushee Dogra
my room was flooded with moonlight/ too overwhelmed to see the silver lining/ another episode
of bitter hope/ my mind picked a bad fight/ i honestly have nothing to lose/ you know, if my
deteriorating mental health is an entrée/ anxiety is the garnishing/ seasonal depression it's main
ingredient/ i spend five months getting ready to welcome the season and depression/ following
five, living a goddamn nightmare/ and the rest two getting over it/ and to my therapist, i hope you
breathe easy when i leave the room/ to maa, coconut oil perhaps can not heal everything/ not at
least me/ a powerhouse of demons/ to my handful of friends/ we all are in the same boat but/ only
i, without a life jacket/ i'm so sorry but i am not misdirected/ just that winter sets a witch hunt for
my stability/ and i fall for it like a naive child./ to my seven year old brother/ this 'disease' is a
disorder and no, it's not communicable.

Letter from Amulya
Dear Stranger,
I hope that you’re doing well. I don’t write very well, so apologies if this is shoddily written. I want
to begin this letter by affirming that you’re doing great. That you’re doing your best. I’m so proud
of you. Often, in times like these, it’s rare to find someone to ask you to just slow down for a little
while and breathe.
The other day I was speaking to an acquaintance and they mentioned something so wonderful:
“During the times I don’t feel particularly good, I remember that there are better things waiting for
me”, and I hope it resonates with you.
Speaking of hope, it is a funny thing to believe in. Sometimes it’s there, like the light through the
curtains or sometimes you need to do a little bit of digging to find it or even better; you make it.
Hope is wonderful, lovely and a little comforting when we’ve been through so much. So dear
stranger, I hope that the hope you believe in comforts you, allows you to forgive yourself, allows
you to look back at your journey as something that has made you resilient. Your trauma does not
make you stronger, but your resilience does. You are brave, strong and absolutely courageous for
making it this far.
Pat yourself on the back, my dear friend, you deserve all the good things in the world coming your
way. And I wish sincerely, that you are put through no more trying times. But if they do come, I
hope you know you will fight it with the best of your abilities.
Forgive yourself. Believe in yourself (even just a little), and breathe. You are more than your
trauma, your experiences, your struggles and your wounds.
With warmth,
Amulya.

When Things Get Ruff
by Srijani Ganguly
Ever since I was a little baby, I've been in the company of dogs. I've grown up with them, snuggled
and played with them, and, because of an absence of siblings and cousins, have lived the childhood
of an almost-Mowgli in the concrete jungles of northern India.
In this life I have led, I have never had to share my toys, wear hand-me-downs, or have my grades
be compared to someone else's. But, more importantly, I have never once had to feel alone in
sadness.
Somehow, my canine brothers and sisters have always found me in moments of self-doubt and
despair--sometimes lining their warm bodies against mine, always looking at me with nothing but
unconditional support.
Even now, when I'm away from home, in another country, I find myself drawn to dogs in moments
of distress. It's an easy task; the landlady has a Westie mix called Charlie, who looks like a tiny
teddy bear (but has the territorial jealousy of a much larger canine.) And I need only pick him up in
my arms, carry him around the house for a while, to feel a corresponding lifting of my spirits.
My parents' setup is similar, but with a twist. They have a stray dog and a cast of unrelated cats that
visit them every day, at different points in time, for a meal or two. The dog demands to be pet, the
cats allow themselves to be watched from afar. (Although one of them tolerates being coddled once
in a while.) But even then, even with distance between them, it is enough.
Having animals nearby does not solve any problem--all three of us, my parents and I, know that-but it does help soothe our minds. For when things get rough, for when the world outside seems to
be ever-darkening, they are the only ones who can make us look at the brighter side.

We are All Fugitives
by Aastha Dixit
One day you fell asleep to the
sound of your dream shattering.
Now every morning you wake up
with your vulnerabilities gagging.
Now every morning you have tea in
your mother’s favourite tea cups.
When she says,
“Careful! They shouldn’t break”,
you scatter the pieces of your
broken dream on the kitchen floor
but she refuses to look at them.
So you deliberately drop the cup.
It breaks. You leave, ‘cause you know
your mother won’t unsee it.
You start to run. You keep running.
Running
like all the floor in all the house,
like all the ground in all the world
is a treadmill.
Running like everyone else.
Running from a family
that doesn’t know
how to love us enough.
From the people and the
promises we can’t keep.
From a dream that knows how to hurt
but doesn’t know how to finally kill.
From a pain that is distant but close.
From the emptiness that doesn’t know
a beginning or an end.
Sometimes you stop to watch a movie.
There comes a moment
when the protagonist stares blankly
from the window, stares listlessly
at the ceiling, the wall, the garden,
the polaroids, the empty chairs.
In that exact moment the protagonist
is you and you are the protagonist.
The silence begins to haunt you more.
You look into the mirror until it cracks.
You look at the clock,
you look until it stops.
Is it a broken clock or a broken time?
You don’t know.
You go to sleep.
You fall in and out of love more
quickly than you fall asleep.
You look like a shiny little promise
of forever to people.
They don’t see past your false
gold glimmer of hope.
But you are used to

holding people like you
hold your mother’s favourite tea cups.
Carelessly/deliberately, you break them.
People don’t come with the labels
of ‘fragile’ or ‘favourite’ or
‘please don’t break me’.
Or maybe you choose not to see.
Like you choose to unsee how
time and promises
moved at different paces.
promises moved slow
time took the lead.
Still you start running again
to chase time,
or promises or lies?
You are not sure.
You keep running from
your naked inhibitions,
from promises made but never kept,
from happy memories that
keep you on the edge of the abyss.
You don’t realize
that you are running in your own void,
that unlike a tunnel
your void has no end or beginning.
You run faster until you realize
what you have been running from
is exactly what you have been
carrying all along on your back.
But you are used to carrying burdens
or heavy school bags
or broken dreams
or broken mirrors
or broken clocks
or broken tea cups
So you never noticed.

Cyclic Sad-ropenia
by Adritanaya Tiwari
TW - Mental Illness/Depression.
Every three weeks in some people,
their neutrophils decrease in number
beyond the usual, and well fuck shit up
whatever they can.
In a day or a week
they get back to normal
and all is well
until it happens again.
They call it cyclic neutropenia.
and I think I have it
but a different kind,
a Cyclic Sad-ropenia.
For every three weeks
my mind shuts down,
presses the self destruct button on my heart
and kills off all control I have over myself.
And so it begins
as I melt into a puddle
of helpless anxiety
to be born again as a porcelain doll
with no capabilities and,
an absolute disinterest in all
the lovely lowly works of life,
for a hobby.
Cyclic Sad-ropenia,
unlike its medical counterpart
isn't always passed on through
some genetic Fyre festival
it comes and goes
with no clinical features
no signs
and symptoms.
And makes you feel
like a snail
in a reality tv show that tries to shove you
into roller skates with boosters

so you can Usain bolt
through life
and its problems.
But forgets that you are
a slimy, slippery, gooey lump of an animal
that makes a living out of
failed attempts at art among other things,
and elaborate crying sessions
with some sad movie playing
in the background,
to soothe your bruised ego
that believes crying is a weakness.
But forgets that you
are an iconic, piece of shit
a glorious, magnificent
piece of shit,
as am I.
I sometimes wish
I had the genetic disease,
or something worse,
for this sadness seems to last forever,
only to kill me
in ways that I stay alive
but in a shell
of what was a person beautiful, vibrant, alive
but now
all that remains are
the rotten negatives of
a star - now dying,
left in the fixer for too long,
that takes in all the
toxins it releases,
so it can fake smiles a little less
and die a little more.

Moorland
by Sreelakshmi Aravind
/11:00 pm/
Oh lord,the darkness that the corners of the wall spill and fills my room,for a mere second I let it
cover me.Its like a mole that got out of its tunnel and it slowly climbs my body,the paws on my
body I know I am still breathing.
The small paws that part my lips and buries its head inside my mouth as if digging a hole,maybe it
needs a home.Maybe it thinks that my body is a moorland full of heathers but heathers are beautiful
and this body is nothing like that its arid and waiting for rain to wash over the burden,melt like
snow for new flowers to bloom.
I feel the mole inside as it digs deeper and deeper.Maybe it will find:
1) A corpse of a girl that looks like me but isn’t me.
2) A broken record that keeps on singing about death.
3) Gravel full of things I’ll never say,the indigestion makes me feel sick.
4) The nails might collect all the dirt(unwanted apologies)if it scratches the walls of my stomach.
5) The will to live?Maybe it won’t find that,because the will to live likes to play hide and seek and I
don’t know where it is hiding,its been months now.
The mole comes out,disappointed.I let it go.
/11:15 pm/
The unhinged mind rests when the door is pushed open, yes mother let me bury my face in your lap
and say apologies like prayers.The void in my heart will suck them in and devour it and leave
nothing to fill it.I know your fingers are tired of rubbing my back,of washing away the sorrow that
bends this spine.I am tired of looking down,always.
/11:30 pm/
Yesterday tastes like my mistakes but tomorrow tastes like hope.

i am very sad as i write this please deal with it
by Shringarika Pandey
The thing to know about heartache is that, more often than not, it is self-induced, at least when
you’re a precarious twenty-year-old. They told me I’d feel more like a grown up once the teenage
angst inside had dissolved, that I’d outgrow this feeling of complete dissatisfaction, much like a
child outgrowing her obsession with big clouds, bubble wrap and everything pink. However due to
profound misfortune, I clearly didn’t. The incompetence of everyone including myself is still
terribly painful, misery has hence promised to never stop looming around, molding itself into that
one piece of furniture nobody likes but are still stuck with because they got it for an abhorrent
discount.
Heartache, when you’re a child with lofty pigtails, is your mother refusing to cook instant noodles
for the third time in a row for dinner, and your inability to boil water on the too-high granite
platform is your biggest failure. With your canines still coming in at an embarrassingly slow pace,
you look at the kitchen stove like it refuses to do anything right. Heartache remains similar when
you’re an adult, the world becomes your kitchen stove and boiling water without the fear of losing
your skin to the fire gods is still extremely difficult.
I used to count my teeth growing up as if they were the only ammunition I’d need against this
world, like I could bite my way out of every terrible situation I’d get myself involved in. Sadly, you
can’t just bite people who let you down, though that would be awfully convenient, I have pretty
sharp canines. You can’t sink your teeth in things that you’ve yet again failed to achieve, mostly
because that would require you actually having attained those things. So, you make your peace with
the dreams that have been pending for far too long and your dentist, who says your teeth might need
braces, for every time you clench your jaw to repress the urge to bite off someone's head, your teeth
project even more forward in an attempt to escape the words bubbling on your tongue. Ammunition
aside, my molars still haven’t come in and I have let the universe hurt me far too many times to
deserve the ability to defend myself.

Letter from Nayomi
Dear Diary,

I know you’re probably thinking I’m here to ramble on about my day as usual. But this entry isn’t
going to be like every day’s, with me writing to you about myself. In your pages, I plan my days, rant
about the tiniest inconveniences, thank various things and people in your little monthly ‘gratitude’
sections. However, uptil today, I have never thanked you. You and I, we’ve been through a lot together
in the last six months, and this is my letter to you. For the first time in forever, this entry is all about
you
The lock-down has been hard for us. Before March - it was easy, the thoughts churning in my head
would vanish the next day when I’d go to college and meet my friends. There was no time to overthink, no time to be anxious. Back then, you just served as my day planner, a custom made aesthetic
book covered in beautiful gingham fabric that I bought off the internet. I’d carry you around, checking
off items from my to-do list and scheduling new ones. I’d never considered using you to write down
my feelings, there was no time to indulge in emotions. I would always joke about how your designers
really didn’t know me. Why else would they include pages on mood tracking, gratitude, feelings and
the most absurd of all - weekly water intake? Who had the time for all of that?
Since the government locked the city down, my mental health had been a mess. Being very prone to
magnifying the intensity of thoughts in my head, I’d spent most nights awake, constantly thinking and
re-thinking the same tiny quarrel I had with my friend and assuming this was the end of our friendship only to be resolved the next day. This was not good, having so much time alone with my thoughts was
not good. I wanted a truckload of assignments to get my mind off things like they used to before. I
wanted to talk to my friends. They live tens of kilometres away and you don’t need to get me started on
how video calls don’t feel the same.
Time flew, and it was the first day of May. I flipped to the May leaflet from your colour coded sidetabs, with the objective of writing down my to-do list for the first week. That’s when I noticed the
pages preceding the weekly planner. That’s when it hit me, now that college and work are remote, I
now have the time to indulge in things like enlisting the things I’m grateful for, and tracking my water
intake. You were the first step in my journey to realising that I am in need of some self care. Just for the
sake of it, I filled in the gratitude journal page. That was the turning point in my ways of dealing with
my mental health.
Soon, you became more than my planner, you became one of my best friends, my lock-down buddy.
My mind has gone from feeling scattered to feeling more integrated, in the last seven months. Little by
little, month by month, you witnessed how the pieces came together. As I begin my October with the
usual “Things I’m Grateful For...” page, the first item on the list is going to be you.
Thank you for being such a good listener. Thank you for helping me declutter my mind and my day.
You helped carry me though grief, frustration, and anxiety. You made it easier for me to start
understanding myself and my experiences better. You helped me read my problems from a third person
perspective, proving to me how much I’ve been overthinking things. It hurts to realise that in a matter
of three months, your pages will come to an end, leading me to once again to your gingham fabric back
cover that I love running my fingers along. Thank you so much for everything, I hope my 2021 journal
can match what you have done for me, even remotely.
Lots of love,
Nayomi.

chewing cotton wool
by Angela King
somebody else cleaned
the hardwood floors in the afternoon
shaking trimmed hair along the walls
and watching it fall like dust upon the skirting boards
i spent the day licking the cold
horizontally
my arms shooting out of my shoulders
like tassels on a thrifted rug
breathing through my nostrils over a dirty city
causing extreme weather warnings
somehow i blew my own candles out
please tell me why they will not stop singing
i watch months pass over me like the sun:
it flicks its orange honey at my scalp
and i feel nothing
i tell her to do it again, please last another
year trying to contact me
i look through you
and see yesterday on your eyelashes
inverted commas under your lids
again, mouth it for me, wave me back to life
i stuff my face with book pages
drinking the ink for morning vitamins
and spitting out the sour paper like pulp
sometimes i take my jacket for a walk in the rain
watch its colour run down my sides
and remind myself never to buy online again
my shoelaces swim in the roadside pools
and i stop to watch; their bodies,
fraying in the
cloudy underworlds

s

vinyl player
by Angela King
i’m not sure how to work this thing,
the voices are too loud, too plastic sounding
too much melody fading to the colours of outside’s end
it scares me to be alone with myself sometimes
sewing up the damp ends of sleeves
i had a dream about a defibrillator
hovering above a hole in my chest
sanding its hands down like a fly
i worry about the needle
searching too deep in the tracks
perforating the map i am still drawing
with half a piece of black charcoal
and a magnifying glass
cross-hatching land, blowing the seas clean
keeping a perfectly circular arrangement
for the next plastic sounding dream

Hereditary
by Ragini Gupta
(TW: Disordered Eating)
I first looked
into the lion’s eyes
when his growl
combed and twirled
the hairs on my skin
at the back of my neck
the day I almost finished
an entire pint of ice cream
that made me throw up a little bit.
He approached me,
and I approached him:
one step forward
stumble back
my reflection in the mirror
pushed me back ahead.
He didn’t approve of me
to begin with but the closer we got
the more I started to look like him
and the differences that scared me
turned into desires I want
to be shaped by.

in the reflection of his eyes
and he finds his in mine
we leap in
to each other’s
tight embrace.
I hold all my mothers
as they claw onto me,
it’s a family bonding over their
mutual love for a fatal disease:
heavy paws on her shoulder
my mother’s pushed down
to her knees to face a toilet seat,
roared at for having buttered toast
with her morning tea.
Scarred by the smell of chyme
forced out of the wrong pipe
I begin to worship the lion’s glare
as his nose meets mine.
He starts by stroking his teeth
against my drooping flesh
to extract rib-lines

I can see
my great-grandmother
discarded under his tail
my grandmother
squeezed between the back of his legs
my mother
stuck in his stomach, waiting for me to
save her
but when I look up I find myself

red rivers run
across my spine
canines consume flesh
consumes pain consumes
pleasure consumes pain
rubbing against my skin
pounding through my brain
we start inhaling
each other in.
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